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R743inhibitor of the formin homology FH2
domain (SMIFH2). A decrease in the
number of cortactin patches was
observed following mechanical
constraint, and SMIFH2 treatment led
to a reduction in Golgi rigidity. To
examine the contribution of Golgi
matrix proteins, the authors performed
microrheological measurements in
cells depleted of the matrix protein
giantin and found that Golgi rigidity
fell to values similar to those seen
following perturbation of actin
dynamics.
This new study [5] from Jean-Baptiste
Manneville and Bruno Goud’s labs
is a nice example of the combination of
physical and cell biological techniques
to solve a biological problem, in this
particular case applied to membrane
trafficking. There is no doubt that it
represents a step forward in this field
and will most likely lead to similar
studies of other endomembrane
systems. Unfortunately, the problem
with this kind of study, which intersects
two scientific fields so different in their
experimental approaches, concepts
and techniques, is that it leaves
neither side completely satisfied.
Physicists will probably see problems
in the significance of the parameter
termed ‘softness index’, which is
established by the authors as a general
indicator to compare the rigidity of the
Golgi microenvironment under the
different experimental conditions.
However, the advantage of this
quantitative measurement is that it is
independent of any specific
visco-elastic model, even though this
term is not classically used in the
rheology field. Another concern with
this index is that it could be thought of
as being too simple or reductionist
when considering the different
molecular composition of Golgi
membranes and the adjacent
environment (matrix proteins,
cytoskeleton, cytoplasm), and/or
the extent of (sub)cellular injuries
caused by the laser beam to trap
the beads. On the other side, cell
and molecular biologists working
in membrane trafficking might think
that the aforementioned conclusions
are mainly based on the (ab)use of
pharmacological agents with
variable target specificity. They
might also be concerned that the
study does not address the direct
consequences on membrane or
luminal cargo transport and/or to
what extent the membrane thatwraps endocytosed beads is
interfering with the data obtained. It
would certainly be ideal to have
directly introduced into the cytoplasm
‘naked’ beads or, even better,
beads coated with antibodies
directed against a Golgi protein to
directly pull on Golgi membranes,
but unfortunately it was not possible in
this study for technical reasons. This
surely will be overcome in the near
future.
Regardless of these concerns, we
must acknowledge that the authors
have faced a problem that we had
on our minds for a long time, but could
not easily address using an in cellulo
approach due to the complexity of
working simultaneously with live
cells and physical tools to measure
parameters accurately enough to get
consistent, biologically relevant data.
Now, new doors are open to the
in cellulo application of optical
tweezer-based methodology to other
endomembrane systems. Hopefully
this team and others will provide
new insights into the contribution of
mechanical forces in the organization
and adaptive (re)modeling of
endomembranes to physiological
demands. Fortunately, physics and cell
biology have finally met to put into
evidence a new mechanical role of
actin and its coworkers (including
matrix proteins) in the secretory
pathway.
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Queuing in the Fly CNSA study of grooming behaviors in Drosophila suggests a neuronal mechanism
for how animals produce complex motor patterns from ordered interactions
amongmodules of differentmotor acts. Thismechanismmay be a commonone
in many nervous systems.William B. Kristan‘‘Skilled behavior emerges in
temporally structured episodes....’’
— Daniel Bullock (2004)
Many of the things that we do are
sequences of actions: make the coffee,open the newspaper, make the toast,
pour milk for the cat, pour the coffee,
butter the toast, read the newspaper.
More basically, reaching out to pick
up a coffee cup requires a different
sequence of movements than does
reaching out to remove lint from a
baby’s face. As we learn more about
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performed [1], a next logical question is
how they are strung together to
produce complex behavior. A recent
paper [2] from the laboratory of Julie
Simpson at Janelia Farm provides a
novel approach to addressing this
question.
Experimental Results on Dirtied and
Neuron-activated Flies
Flies do not like to be dirty and when
they perceive that they are, they groom
themselves to remove the dirt.
Simpson and her colleagues [2]
powdered fruit flies with a fine
fluorescent dust over their whole
bodies and noted the order that the
flies cleaned themselves. A dust-
covered fly groomed itself by using its
legs to clean its body parts in a
stereotyped sequence: it used its front
legs to first clean its eyes, then its
antennae, then used its back legs to
clean its abdomen, its wings, and
finally, its thorax. The behavior is
ordered, but not stereotyped, in that a
fly might take a break in the midst of an
individual grooming act or in the
transitions between them and walk
about for awhile, and they might
intersperse an episode of cleaning off
the legs that become dust-covered
during the grooming sequence.
To get at the neuronal mechanisms
underlying the grooming behavior,
Seeds et al. [2] screened more than
1500 GAL4 Drosophila lines that were
produced inGerry Rubin’s laboratory at
Janelia Farm [3], looking for abnormal
grooming behaviors. In each line, the
exogenous transcription factor GAL4 is
expressed, in a manner defined by the
site of insertion of its gene into the fly’s
genome, in some number (tens to
hundreds) of specific neurons. These
GAL4 lines can be used to express, via
the upstream activating sequence, or
UAS, to which GAL4 binds to activate
downstream gene expression, markers
to identify the neurons or to insert
substances that activate or inactivate
the neurons that express the GAL4
fragment. The most useful construct
turned out to be UAS-dTrpA1, which
codes for a cation channel that acts as
a temperature-sensitive neuronal
activator: in certain lines, activation by
warming the flies (for 25 minutes or
more) to 30C elicited grooming of a
particular body region. Of the 1500
lines screened, they found a dozen
where such warming produced
continuous grooming of one of fourbody regions (head, abdomen, thorax/
wings, legs).
The most remarkable part of the
story was what happened when these
same GAL4 lines were activated in flies
that were covered with dust. Rather
than directly grooming the area that
was previously elicited by GAL4
activation (for example, the wings), the
animals first cleaned the dust from the
head, then cleaned the abdomen, but
then persisted in cleaning the wings
without ever proceeding to cleaning the
thorax or legs. This was true for all the
GAL4 lines: dust-covered animals
progressed in the normal grooming
sequence, then got stuck cleaning the
body region that was triggered by
activating the GAL4 cells in a dust-free
animal. This result means that the
trigger for each GAL4-activated
grooming behavior is influenced by
sensory input (from some sort of ‘dust
receptors’). How does the fly’s nervous
system keep this behavior temporally
structured properly?
Modeling to Explain the Behavioral
Effects
To address this question, Seeds et al.
[2] modeled two kinds of possibilities:
serial excitation, where motor act N
activates motor act N+1; and parallel
activation with inhibition, where all
motor acts are activated at the same
time, with inhibitory interactions among
the motor acts determining the
sequence (this has been called a
number of other names, including
the evocative term ‘‘competitive
queuing’’ [4] and the more staid
‘‘hierarchical suppression’’ [2]). Some
behaviors, such as song production in
birds [5], are nicely explained by the
serial excitation model (Figure 1A).
Other behaviors, such as word
production and word order in human
speech [4,6], are better explained by
parallel activation with inhibition.
Seeds et al. [2] found that fly grooming
behavior is also best fit by a parallel
activation with inhibition
model (Figure 1B).
The idea is that the movements
required to clean each body area (head,
abdomen, wings, thorax) have their
own pattern generator, which the
authors call a ‘module’, that is activated
by sensory input from ‘dust receptors’
from that body region, and each
module actively inhibits all the modules
downsteam of it — the head pattern
generator turns off all others, the
abdomen turns off the wings andthorax generators, and so on. Seeds
et al. [2] found that the proper grooming
sequence could be obtained from two
variants of this type ofmodel: first, if the
sensory input from different behavioral
units is graded, with the head bias
system receiving the strongest input,
the thorax/wings bias system the next
strongest, and so on; or second, if the
inhibition among the bias systems is
graded, with the inhibition from the
head system producing the strongest
inhibition, the thorax/wings system the
next strongest, and so on.
These models also produced other
results, such as ‘hanging up’ at
grooming module N when the fly was
covered with dust, thereby activating
all the sensory input simultaneously,
and the GAL4 neurons that produce
grooming module N were excited
continuously. The only additional
requirement for the model to work is
that the inhibition onto module N be
stronger than the excitation from the
dust sensory input onto module N + 1,
so that N +1 can never turn on until
module N turns off.
Comparison to Decision-making
Models
It is interesting to compare the fly
grooming model to a previous model
proposed for behavioral choice [7]. Don
Edwards modeled the choices among
seven different behaviors exhibited by
crayfish; Figure 1C shows four of them:
Forage, Eat, Retreat, and Escape. Each
of the behavioral modules inhibits all
the others, ensuring that the system
never produces more than one
behavior at a time. In addition, there are
two sources of external stimuli (Food
and a Predator) and one kind of internal
stimulus (Hunger, which builds up as
stored energy is used). Lacking a
predator, the crayfish starts Foraging
as its Hunger increases; the Foraging
brings it to the Food by sensing the
food odor from a distance. When it
touches the Food, the crayfish Eats. If a
Predator appears at a distance, the
crayfish Retreats by walking in the
opposite direction. If the Predator gets
close, the crayfish Escapes by flipping
its tail vigorously, therebymoving away
from the Predator very quickly.
This model shares two interesting
features with the fly grooming model.
First, each behavioral module is
activated by sensory input, which is
removed by the action that it initiates; in
both models, this is a form of neuro-
behavioral negative feedback. And
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Figure 1. Mechanisms proposed for producing behavioral sequences.
(A) Serial activation model (aka activation chain, synaptic chain, or associative chaining), which
has been considered for the production of bird song [5] and human speech [6]. Each behav-
ioral module activates the next one in the chain to produce a coherent word from syllables. (B)
Parallel activation with inhibition model (aka suppression hierarchy model, as well as parallel
response competition), in which a single stimulus (dust) can activate any one of four behaviors
[2]. The order normally seen (head–abdomen–wings–thorax) can result from either a gradient
of strengths of the sensory input connections onto the bias circuits or from the lateral inhibi-
tory connections among the bias behavioral modules. The inhibition among all the elements of
the grooming circuits (called the ‘‘winner-take-all’’ system in [2]) is effectively a positive feed-
back network, because it keeps the most active module continuously turned on. (C) An ‘all-
inhibits-all’ network proposed to explain how crayfish choose to perform different behaviors
in response to external (Food, Predator) and internal (Hunger) cues [7]. The behavior with
the strongest sensory input is initially expressed, thereby turning off all other behaviors.
This mutually inhibitory network also serves as positive feedback causing the ongoing
behavior to persist until the sensory input is completely gone.
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stays on despite competing inputs
because the performance of any one
module inhibits all the others. In the fly,
the ‘‘everyone inhibits all others’’
connections among the grooming
pattern generators leads to complete
cleaning of each body part before
progressing to the next one. In the
crayfish, a similar ‘inhibition of
everyone’ increases the threshold for
all other behaviors when the animal is
performing one of the behaviors. This
connectivity pattern is effectively a
positive feedback, with one behavior
predominating (in the fly model this is
referred to as a ‘winner-take-all’
interaction). In fact, models of visual
behavioral choice in mammalian
nervous systems share the mutual
inhibition causing positive
feedback [8].
What’s Next?
In the early 1970s, John Fentress [9]
produced wonderful characterizations
of grooming behavior in mice, showing
that parts of these grooming
sequences are stereotyped and
instinctive. This work has moved
forward over the years, with studies
showing that all parts of the motor
system — cerebral cortex, cerebellum,
basal ganglia — contribute to the
patterning and execution of the
behaviors [10,11]. Likewise, correlates
of decision-making by the visual [12]
and somatosensory [13] systems have
been tracked through the mammalian
nervous systems. So, if the same kinds
of questions can be studied in mice or
monkeys, why focus on a fly? The
answer is quite clear in this case:
because, in the fly, there is the great
possibility that the cells making the
decisions about whether, and in what
order, to make movements will be
made by a small number of neurons
that can be identified, activated,
and inactivated by powerful
genetically-based techniques. The
answer may come from a single
laboratory in a small number of years,
rather than from several labs over
decades tracking down the elements of
the behavior in a mammalian brain.
So, what does it mean that the same
behavioral modules can be activated
by very different populations of
neurons labeled by the different —
randomly generated — GAL4 lines?
One possibility is that there is more
than one way to un-dust a fly. A second
possibility is that there are only a fewneurons that trigger the different
grooming modules, and that these few
neurons are activated bymore than one
GAL4 line. There are now good genetic
techniques to label just those neurons
with overlapping GAL4 expression [14].
In fact, looking for such overlap in
expression lines was recently used in
David Anderson’s lab [15] to find a
surprisingly small number of neurons
that trigger aggressive behavior in fruit
flies.
Will the ‘grooming modules’ turn out
to be Command Neurons, whose job it
is to activate behaviors, or will they be
the central pattern generators (CPGs)
themselves? It is comforting andcompelling to draw the modules as
separate boxes, with cleanly
distinguishing labels, but the reality
may prove to be more complex. For
instance, when we imaged the activity
of most of the neurons in a leech
ganglion that was producing either
swimming or crawling, we found that
some of the same neurons that
produced the decision to crawl or swim
(a criterion for command neurons) also
pitch in and help to produce the
behavioral CPGs [16], and that the
CPGs for swimming and crawling use
many of the same neurons in different
dynamical states [17]. Similar kinds of
multiple functions for neurons are also
Current Biology Vol 24 No 16
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system [18]. So, what surprises will
there be when the Simpson lab finds
the critically important neurons for the
different behavioral states, and records
from them during different grooming
modules? Will the modules be distinct,
or shared? Will the same neurons that
decide to start the grooming process
then take part in the production and
sequencing of the behaviors? I can’t
wait to find out!
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Transcriptional Activation of Centriole
FormationDuring differentiation of multiciliated cells, numerous centrioles are generated
in each cell to act as templates for the formation of a corresponding number of
cilia. A new study reveals thatmulticilin, a protein required formulticiliogenesis,
is a key component of a regulatory complex that activates the transcription of
genes required for centriole formation.Fernando R. Balestra
and Pierre Go¨nczy*
Cilia are microtubule-based organelles
that project from the cell surface and
play sensory, signaling, and motile
roles [1]. Centrioles serve as a template
for the microtubule-based axoneme
that forms the ciliary backbone. While
most cells that exit the cell cycle
generate a single primary cilium,
mammalian epithelial cells of the
trachea, the brain ventricles and the
oviduct each assemble over a hundred
motile cilia that generate directional
fluid flow at the cell surface [2]. The
mechanisms dictating the formation
of such a large number of centrioles in
multiciliated cells have only recently
begun to be uncovered. In a new report
inGenes and Development, Ma et al. [3]
demonstrate that a regulatory complex
comprising multicilin, E2F4/5 and DP1activates the transcription of a gene set
involved in massive centriole assembly
in multiciliated cells of the frog skin [3].
The number of cilia or flagella in a
given cell is determined by the number
of centrioles. In dividing cells, centriole
formation is coordinatedwith cell-cycle
progression, such that a single
centriole forms next to each of the
two parental centrioles [4]. In cells that
exit the cell cycle, the older parental
centriole docks below the plasma
membrane and triggers the formation
of a cilium or a flagellum, depending
on the cell type. Generating the
correct number of cilia or flagella is
essential for proper function. Thus,
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells with
a single centriole, instead of the usual
two, form a single flagellum and cannot
swim properly [5]. Conversely, excess
centrioles in human cells result in
supernumerary primary cilia andconcomitant signaling defects [6].
A special type of centriole number
regulation must be exerted during
multiciliogenesis. Centriole formation
in this case relies on two pathways
(Figure 1): first, a centriole-dependent
pathway that uses existing centrioles
as platforms to assemble new ones,
and that differs from the situation in
cycling cells by the fact that more
than one centriole assembles next to
an existing one; second, a pathway
that depends on deuterosomes,
electron-opaque globular entities
without a limiting membrane that
act as platforms for de novo
assembly of several centrioles. The
deuterosome-dependent pathway has
been suggested to be the major route
of massive centriole formation during
multiciliogenesis [7,8]. Although both
pathways share many components
that are also required for centriole
assembly in cycling cells (e.g. CEP152,
PLK4 or HsSAS-6), some proteins,
such as Deup1, play a specific role in
the deuterosome-dependent pathway
[9,10]. Despite this knowledge, the
mechanisms underlying the activation
of the multiciliogenesis differentiation
program remained elusive until
recently.
Multicilin is a coil-coiled domain
protein related to the cell-cycle
regulators geminin and geminin
coiled-coil containing protein 1
